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ABSTRACT

Healthcare services worldwide are prioritizing efficiency of delivery and optimization of resource allocation. Efficient healthcare delivery relies on the coordination of demand and capacity, but forecasting studies often predict demand without regard for future capacity constraints. Likewise, capacity planning requires strategic decision-making, therefore planning tools should allow decision-makers to examine the consequences of changing demand and likely capacities required over time. The aim of the study is to evaluate a hybrid methodology using discrete-event simulation and demand forecasting in the healthcare domain. A case-study investigates the application of official population projections with local historical demand data to forecast demand for a healthcare diagnostic service. The resultant forecasts are then used with DES in a hybrid systems modeling approach. This provides plausible demand forecasts for future capacity planning and resource allocation in a preventative healthcare service. It also contributes to debates on the value of hybrid approaches in supporting real-world decision-making.

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper employs a case study of a healthcare diagnostic service to evaluate a hybrid application of simulation and forecasting. Applications of hybrid simulation methodologies claim to increase insights into a problem situation (Fakhimi, Mustafee, and Stergioulas 2016; Eldabi et al. 2016), and are becoming an important research area within the field of modeling and simulation (M&S). Powell and Mustafee (2016) aimed to provide a cohesive definition of hybrid methodologies, by distinguishing between hybrid simulation, where two or more simulation techniques have been integrated at the model implementation stage, and hybrid systems modeling, where inter-disciplinary approaches and techniques, including those from Operations Research, are used with computer simulation. This wider definition of hybrid simulation has also been expounded by one of the panelists in the panel paper by Eldabi et al. (2016), who described models that are developed by combining the methodological strengths of individual modeling techniques with methods from other disciplines or the wider field of OR. They term these hybrid studies a hybrid systems modeling approach or hybrid approach (HA).

Discrete-event simulation (DES) models the movement of individual entities through a system described by a series of queues and servers. It allows researchers to evaluate strategies for capacity planning and resource allocation, and has been used extensively in healthcare to support more efficient and informed decision-making (Katsaliaki and Mustafee 2011; Brailsford et al. 2009). Worldwide shifts in population demographics translates to an increase in demand for healthcare services; in a publicly-funded healthcare system, such as the UK NHS, this demand will have to be met with increasingly constrained budgets. Efficiency of delivery of healthcare services relies on the coordination of demand and capacity, but forecasting studies often predict demand without regard for future capacity constraints. Likewise, capacity
planning requires strategic decision-making, therefore planning tools should allow decision-makers to examine the consequences of changing demand and likely capacities required over time (Harper 2002). Demand forecasting combined with simulation can potentially address both of these requirements.

The aim of this paper is to evaluate how forecasting methods might be used with DES in a HA, using endoscopy diagnostic services in one Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) in the UK as a case study. This demonstrates the applicability of a HA in a real-life setting to inform service planning at the local (CCG) level. The advantage to the HA in this case is that capacity decisions in a preventative healthcare service can be made based on feasible forecasts of future demand. Additionally, within the application domain, exploration of future sources of demand can be used to inform service planning.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the use of demand and capacity support in healthcare, and reports on existing studies using a HA. Section 3 describes the HA, and Section 4 reports on the case study, data sources, the methodology and the forecasting results. Section 5 describes the HA DES results. Section 6 critiques this approach and concludes by summarizing the findings.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Given that the demand for health services is increasing and, for most public healthcare systems at least, they continue to operate in an environment of growing capacity and financial constraints, forecasting demand for a service can assist with optimal capacity planning and allocation of resources. Forecasting involves the prediction of future events based on acquiring foreknowledge using quantitative approaches or through estimation (Soyiri and Reidpath 2013). In healthcare, these methods have been used to forecast demand for services (Culliford et al. 2015; Diaz-Hierro 2012), investigate changes in disease profiles (Bebbington and Furniss 2014) and for predicting resource requirements (Worrall and Chaussalet 2015). However, the application of forecasting remains relatively undeveloped in health compared with other fields (Soyiri and Reidpath 2013). With increasing volumes and quality of both patient-specific and operational-level data being collected, an opportunity exists for the wider application of classical forecasting techniques (e.g., time-series models like moving averages, exponential smoothing) or, as is proposed in the paper, a HA combining forecasting with M&S. The remainder of the literature review will focus on the latter.

Time-series analysis methods, based on decomposition of a data series and causal modeling, can integrate historical data patterns, including trends and seasonal effects, but may ignore other variables which can be predictors of demand (Diaz-Hierro 2012). Most forecasting utilizes historical data, but this comes with certain assumptions, namely that future patterns of demand for health services will replicate historical demand. Additionally, Worrall and Chaussalet (2015) argued that healthcare is dynamic by nature, and reforms in policy and scope mean that modellers have the dilemma of taking into account the influences of past changes on increasingly limited intervals of historical data when making projections. For example, Mielezarek (2013) highlighted misleading historical data in her demand model due to changes in the Polish healthcare system over recent years. Frequent and significant changes both internally and externally mean that historical data needs to be scrutinized to ensure that it can yield relevant information without distorting the forecasting results; yet data from a shorter time period lowers the degree of mathematical certainty (Cote and Tucker 2001). Along with this inevitable tension, it is widely recognized that the demand for healthcare is influenced by population changes in age and gender demographic profiles (Lowthian et al. 2011; Culliford et al. 2015).

Official population projections have been used in long-term healthcare forecasting to support strategic planning, with demographic shifts proposed as key drivers of demand (Lowthian et al. 2011; Strunk et al. 2006; Etzioni et al. 2003; Mielezarek 2013). For example, Jagger et al. (2006) predicted that ageing of the population alone, without accounting for disease prevalence or age-specific rates of disease, would result in a dramatic increase in disabled older people over a twenty-year period. Nonetheless, Wister and Speechley (2015) cautioned against using too simple an approach to forecasting healthcare demand, citing Angus (1987), who grossly underestimated overall US healthcare demand by assuming population change
would be the only factor. Culliford et al. (2015) used an extrapolation model adjusted for population growth, compared with a static estimated rate applied to population forecasts, to forecast demand for joint-replacement surgery in England over ten years, and concluded that the extrapolation of historical demand gave estimates that were neither plausible nor sustainable, as compared to the static-rate model using demographics alone. Strunk et al. (2006) and Etzioni et al. (2003) used static-rate models and official population projections to forecast surgical and inpatient demand respectively across the USA, both concluding that specialties in which older patients constituted a greater share of work predicted larger forecasted workloads. Strunk et al. (2006) highlighted sharp regional contrasts in their findings; Cardosa et al. (2012) similarly asserted that health needs and demographic profiles are unique to locality, stressing the importance of this in operational planning. Additionally, Soyiri and Reidpath (2013) suggested that healthcare providers might be better informed and prepared with condition-specific health forecasts.

For capacity planning, simulation has been widely used in healthcare, and is a useful management tool for evaluating the impact of interventions without risk to the real system, and for comparing a wide range of outcomes. Efficiency of delivery of healthcare services relies on the coordination of demand and capacity, and simulation is often used to tackle these issues. For instance, Brailsford et al. (2009) in their analysis of the literature on simulation modeling in healthcare, found that simulation was used in 34% of papers classified by functional area as ‘patient care requirement profiles and delivery planning’.

The most widely used simulation approach in healthcare is DES, as it is particularly useful for systems with a strong queueing structure and competition for resources (Gunal 2012). This is beneficial in hospitals where processes are dynamic and stochastic, hence DES was chosen as a suitable simulation method to combine with forecasting in this case study. DES has been used for endoscopy services for efficiency improvements at the operational level in several studies (Rex et al. 2005; Centano et al. 2010; Taheri et al. 2012). Pilgrim et al. (2009) used DES to model the bowel cancer patient pathway to examine the potential cost effectiveness of interventions. This highlighted the need for balanced decisions about investment in services, accounting for impacts on the rest of the system and demonstrating coupled relationships between different parts of the system. Similarly, an endoscopy referral pathway starting with demand for endoscopic investigation for each procedure, and incorporating targets for the rest of the pathway can capture knock-on effects of delays on downstream targets in endoscopy appointments.

DES has had limited application in combination with forecasting approaches in healthcare. Mielczarek and Zabawa (2016) used demographic profiles with SD and DES to model the influence of population change on the demand for health services, but not the capacity perspective. Demir, Gunal and Southern (2017) used time-series forecasts of hospital admission data by specialty, which were used as inputs in a DES model; outputs were the key performance metrics over a period of time, across the whole hospital. A DES decision-support tool was developed by Mielczarek and Uzialko-Mydlkowska (2012) using a Monte-Carlo model to simulate forecasts of emergency demand. This examined the influence of observed demographic trends on emergency demand as a forecasted DES input simulating patient pathways to estimate future healthcare service needs and budget for emergency care. A similar methodology was used by Mielczarek (2013) to simulate the volume and costs of emergency treatment. Arguably some individual or groups of conditions are strong predictors of ED attendance. For example Ceglowski et al. (2007) applied a data-driven ‘casemix’ approach to their simulation model to group similar patient conditions, modeling service demand for planning by diagnosis or diagnosis-group, rather than overall demand. These models looked at a high level of aggregation of conditions and treatments but there may be advantages to studying demand and capacity by individual service and procedure.

3 HYBRID SYSTEMS MODELING APPROACH USING FORECASTING AND DES

Eldabi et al. (2016) proposed a set of components used within a hybrid framework, noting that while some attempts have been made to develop hybrid frameworks for model development at both conceptual and implementation phases, most fail to condense all modeling steps into a simple, unified approach. A framework proposed by Zulkepli and Eldabi (2015) attempted to guide model development using a 3-phase
framework: conceptualization, modeling, and communication. The resultant framework comprehensively demonstrated hybridization of the model logic as well as integration at the coding level, but focuses on hybrid simulation alone. Powell and Mustafee (2016) conceptualized a representation for a HA identifying a number of interdisciplinary methods that can be used in various stages of a HA study, and is a suitable, general, framework for approaching HA studies.

DES frequently uses inputs based on historical data to model a system. However, when demand for a service has been increasing year-on-year through demographic shifts, policy change and deliberate attempts to improve population-level health (Brown et al. 2015), capacity planning tools should reflect this. DES can incorporate this in a hybrid approach using forecasting, to study the consequences of expected or theoretically feasible changes in demand on the system, rather than using estimates.

Demographic trends in most developed countries follow a similar pattern in terms of lower birth-rates, and a gradual ageing of the population (de Meijer et al. 2013). The UK population is predicted to rise to 69-million by mid-2024, an increase of 7.5% (ONS 2016b) with a faster rate of growth than predicted two years ago; while the median age is rising such that by mid-2039, more than one-in-twelve of the population is projected to be aged 80 or over (ONS 2016b). Not only are the absolute numbers of older people growing, but with medical advances and improved standards of living, people are living longer. For these reasons, isolating the effect of demographic shifts on demand for a specific service can provide baseline evidence for decision-making. In the UK, the Office of National Statistics (ONS) provides subnational population projections to indicate the future size and age structure of the populations of English regions, local authorities and Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs). CCGs form the lowest level of health geography hierarchy in England. They are clinical-led groups representing all local GP practices, who are responsible for buying and developing health services for local patients. However, demographic change will not be the only contributor to future demand; incorporating historical patterns of demand can capture future demand patterns.

For this case study, the HA conceptual model (refer to section 5) uses forecasting scenarios for one diagnostic service and three procedures, to provide input data to simulation modeling for local service planning over a ten-year period. It uses both official population projections at the regional level, and historical demand data. This assists stakeholders to explore an understanding of future changes in demand, and how these sources of demand can influence capacity requirements and resource allocation decisions.

4. **CASE STUDY**

4.1 **Background**

Gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopy describes a set of procedures for diagnosing cancers of the stomach and esophagus (upper GI), bowel cancer (lower GI) and other conditions of the digestive tract. In the UK, NHS endoscopic investigations can be requested by General Practitioners (GP) via an urgent two-week (2WW) referral for suspected cancer, or the routine six-week pathway (6WW) as NHS-measured maximum wait times. New referral guidelines were launched in June 2015 (NICE 2015), increasing the sensitivity of GP referral criteria for endoscopy. Within the guidelines for upper GI referrals, provision is made for non-urgent referrals for upper endoscopy, where presentation criteria suggest a lower risk of cancer. In some parts of the UK, this has been interpreted as a four-week wait (4WW), measured within the 6WW target. The ongoing surveillance of high-risk groups is performed in conjunction with national guidelines. These include patients with a history of cancer, inflammatory disease or a genetic predisposition. Delays in the 2WW pathway have knock-on effects on further NHS targets. Evidence suggests that patients on surveillance programs are experiencing unacceptable delays due to delays within urgent two-week pathways (Brown et al. 2015). Those on 4WW pathways are likely to delay 6WW routine referrals, and cancer diagnoses within these referral pathways will have downstream consequences.

A set of public awareness campaigns between 2012-2015 (Cancer Research UK 2016) further contributed to increased endoscopy demand by encouraging early presentation and diagnosis. Endoscopic
demand is both age- and gender-related. Cancer is primarily a disease of the elderly, with approximately 12% of the population aged over 70 years accounting for more than half of the total cancer diagnoses in 2014 (ONS 2014). Hence demand is regionally-specific, as population profiles vary. Torbay and South Devon NHS Foundation Trust (TSDFT) serves a resident population of approximately 375,000 people, with most of their endoscopy services commissioned from Torbay and South Devon Clinical Commissioning Group (TSDCCG). The Torbay area of Devon is attractive for retirement, so the proportion of those aged over 75 years, at 11%, is higher than the UK national average of 8% (ONS 2016a, 2016 b).

4.2 Data Sets

ONS subnational projections for TSDCCG are used for baseline forecasts (ONS 2016b); older datasets are used for regression modeling in half years. This incorporates the first half of 2016, providing 8 data points (ONS, 2012, 2013, 2014). Note that the base year is two years previous to the release year, so the 2016 release contains projections from 2014. CCGs were created in 2013, so the data available for CCG-level population prior to this was back-casted from the 2011 census (ONS 2013, 2014) and has discrepancies.

For short-term validation of ONS projections, data from NHS Digital/Health and Social Care Information Centre (HSCIC) was used. The dataset is ‘Number of Patients Registered at a GP practice by CCG’, at April 2016. This is a quarterly snapshot of the number of patients per GP practice per CCG in England (HSCIC/NHS Digital 2016).

Anonymized hospital demand data was extracted from the patient administration system from June 2011 to June 2016. While a second set of data from 2001 was obtained to compare overall demand with population, no usable data was stored before 2009. The data was filtered to contain three procedures: colonoscopy, upper OGD, and sigmoidoscopy. A primary assumption in this method is that only patients within the TSDCCG are referred into TSDFT; at more than 99.33% this assumption is deemed valid.

4.3 Forecasting methods

Short-term subnational ONS projection for a small geographic area was validated, as these are considered to be less reliable than larger geographic areas (ONS 2015). HSCIC/NHS Digital (2016) data by 5-year age-group and gender was compared with ONS subnational population projections for 2016 by age-group and gender in TSDCCG. This assumes that all persons within the TSDCCG boundaries are registered with a GP practice, and acts as a proxy for accurate population count per age-group and gender for mid-2016. In the short-term, the ONS projections were found to have acceptable accuracy.

Historical data from 2012 was disaggregated into three procedures, both genders, and five-year age groups. Patients presenting as part of the national bowel-cancer screening program were removed from the dataset. Patients undergoing surveillance; and those deceased or removed from the waiting list were analyzed separately. Percentage-changes for each year of the 2016 population projections were calculated by age-group and gender to 2026 and applied to hospital demand age-gender cohorts at 2015. Projections for each half-year were based on the previous actual half-year period. This was primarily to include January-to-June 2016 demand data. Additionally, for some procedures, differences in half-years were observed. The data was then re-aggregated to give demand per procedure, with a static base rate of demand at 2015. This baseline assumes that the rate of demand per age-gender cohort will remain static or in line with projected population rates, isolating the effect of population growth and ageing on endoscopy demand.

Historical proportion of demand relative to the population was calculated for each half-year from 2012-2016 (8 data points). Using the disaggregated data, for each procedure and age-group per year, a regression of demand as a percentage per unit population, and year, was calculated and projected to 2026 (see Figure 1). This was adjusted as a proportion of the 2015 demand rate, which was already accounted for in the population projection forecasts. These adjusted figures were multiplied by the baseline demand counts for 2016 onwards then re-aggregated to give projections per age-group, procedure and year. This gave forecasts
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that used both ONS population projections and historical demand per procedure. This method was validated using SPSS 23.0 Time-Series Modeler (Section 4.5).

Figure 1: Subset of data for one procedure and single age-group with flow-chart of method.

4.4 Analysis and Results

Historical hospital data shows an increase in overall demand from roughly 6000 procedures per year in 2009, to nearly 9000 in 2015, with females consistently higher users. Historical demand overall is strongly age-related. This is seen in all procedures and all years. The highest demand comes from those aged 55-80 years. With the ONS data, a largely steady overall increase in population is seen in the TSDCCG area from 2009 to 2015. The highest proportion of population increase is projected to be between the ages of 71-80 years. A steady linear increase in the proportion of overall demand (%) relative to the population is seen, from 2.09% in 2009 to 3.16% in 2015.

Using the method described to create the baseline forecasts based on demographic change, the demand as a percentage of population is relatively stable. This is because the forecast is projected using population projections from a static historical rate of demand in 2015/16. The rate of projected population change (ONS 2016a, base year 2014) is slow, increasing over ten years from 0.52% per year to 0.55% per year. However the baseline projected demand is expected to outpace the rate of population growth (Figure 2). This is because a disproportionate number of older patients use the service.

Figure 2: Combined forecast, SPSS validation with UCL and LCL, baseline forecast (demographic change only), and actual population projection TSD (ONS 2014, 2016), adjusted relative to 2016.
The final forecasts by individual procedure over a ten-year period were calculated. These forecasts account for both demographic change, and using historic data, other factors influencing demand, including future policy changes to increase early diagnosis. For individual procedures, this method forecasts an increase over ten years in Upper OGD demand of 71%; for Colonoscopy a 40% increase; and for Sigmoidoscopy a 65% increase from 2016 (Figure 2). In 2026, demand for endoscopy services overall is predicted to rise 58% from 2016 levels, with 3.9% of the projected population undergoing endoscopy, compared to 2.2% in 2012.

4.5 Validation

The overall (combined) forecast was validated against SPSS 23.0 Time Series Modeler, using both actual counts (Figure 3) and proportion of the population using endoscopy services, from 2012-2016. The combined forecasted results as described in Section 4.4 fall within the calculated 95% CI’s for actual counts and for percentage of projected population undergoing endoscopy, for all years 2017-2026 (Table 1). SPSS predicts a 50% increase in demand over ten years, whereas the combined forecast adjusted for demographic change predicts a 58% increase in demand by 2026.

Figure 3: Combined procedure SPSS time-series forecast by actual counts 2016-2026 (95%CI).

Table 1: Forecasts (actual counts of combined procedures) compared with forecasted demand of actual counts (combined procedures) using SPSS time-series modeler with UCL and LCL (95% CI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forecast</td>
<td>7874</td>
<td>8331</td>
<td>8716</td>
<td>9100</td>
<td>9575</td>
<td>9990</td>
<td>10408</td>
<td>10846</td>
<td>11296</td>
<td>11716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPSS Forecast</td>
<td>7726</td>
<td>8108</td>
<td>8491</td>
<td>8874</td>
<td>9256</td>
<td>9639</td>
<td>10021</td>
<td>10404</td>
<td>10787</td>
<td>11169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCL</td>
<td>8472</td>
<td>8887</td>
<td>9302</td>
<td>9715</td>
<td>10127</td>
<td>10538</td>
<td>10948</td>
<td>11357</td>
<td>11766</td>
<td>12174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCL</td>
<td>6980</td>
<td>7329</td>
<td>7680</td>
<td>8032</td>
<td>8386</td>
<td>8740</td>
<td>9095</td>
<td>9451</td>
<td>9808</td>
<td>10165</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 DES MODEL WITH DEMAND FORECAST

The DES model, implemented in Simul8 (https://www.simul8.com) (see Figure 4), is being used in this ongoing study for the stakeholder objective of understanding the downstream effects of expected year-on-
year increases in demand for endoscopic procedures. Two models have been implemented – the Stable Demand Model (SDM) and the Forecasted Demand Model (FDM). We have developed SDM as a representation of conventional models that do not take into account the expected changes in demand over time, against a more dynamic FDM which uses forecasted demand to switch input distributions at runtime. We assert that the latter is a better representation of reality. The objective of SDM is, thus, to compare simulation results with FDM, and thereby demonstrate the utility of the HA approach. Once this had been achieved we propose to use the FDM DES model to realize the following three stakeholder objectives: (i) to investigate the effects on the current system of expected annual increases in demand upon the system; (ii) to investigate the effects of changes to the distribution of 2, 4 and 6 week referrals per procedure; and (iii) to experiment with alternative capacity management strategies with the objective of proactive service planning toward the projected increases in demand. This is ongoing work and we expect to present the results of the DES study in a future publication.

Both SDM and FDM generate GP patient referrals for each of the three procedures (colonoscopy, upper OGD and sigmoidoscopy) and follow the same workflow (Figure 4). Within the model, every patient referral is reviewed by a consultant and assigned a value for a 2 week, 4 week or 6 week wait as indicated by the urgency of their referral. Our implementation allows investigation of the effects of altering the balance of 2, 4 and 6 week referral patterns, as near-future policies suggest an increase in urgent 2WW appointments for early diagnosis, and the possibility of all appointments using a 4WW target. In addition, numbers of patients re-entering the system for surveillance can be investigated; due to changes in patient screening, these proportions are expected to increase. The DES has three procedure rooms – a preliminary assumption of this model is that each procedure is allocated identical daily time. Triangular distributions define the time for each procedure, including turn-around time. The model runs for two, four-hour sessions per day, five days per week.

SDM and FDM differ in relation to the algorithm used for the generation of GP patient referrals in the model. In the case of SDM, the input distributions were the demand patterns calculated based on historic data (hospital demand data from June 2011-June 2016). For FDM the distributions were based on forecasted demand (see section 4.3 and Figure 5) and discrete distributions were fitted for each procedure/year (3 procedures over eight-year period, with a 1-year warm-up, a total of 24 Poisson
distributions). We compared the simulated datasets with the forecasting models and verified that the FDM was returning acceptable ranges of data from these distributions.

Figure 5: HA conceptualization for FDM.

The preliminary results of the DES models are being used for the process of model verification and calibration. The numbers of patient referrals generated by SDM and FDM until 2022 can be seen in Figure 6. The SDM model using current demand generates stable figures; the FDM model, which updates its parameters annually with reference to the forecasts (this is implemented using Visual Logic), shows a steady increase in demand for each procedure that reflects those generated by the forecasts.

Figure 6: Patient referrals generated by DES by the static model; and by the forecast model.

6 CONCLUSION

A reliable health forecast is important to enhance preventive health service delivery and support decision-making for optimized allocation of scarce resources. Most healthcare forecasting models predict demand without regard for future capacity constraints. DES is a suitable method for testing different scenarios involving service and capacity changes, given information about demand for a system. Efficiency improvements in healthcare can be gained by improving the match between demand and capacity, and modeling pathways as a function of demand factors, using a combination of forecasting and DES. There has been limited application of hybrid-systems modeling approaches using forecasting with DES in healthcare, however no single model can adequately capture both dimensions. A HA has the potential to realize synergies across techniques and enable greater insights into a problem situation. The case study demonstrates a hybrid approach, the aim of which is to demonstrate the effect of future changes in demand for individual diagnostic procedures on a preventative healthcare service. Making valid predictions of future demand supports decision making for capacity planning and resource allocation; this is done by attempting to link demographic trends locally with local volume of demand for services, by combining
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different data sources. These forecasts are then used in a DES model which updates its input distributions annually. This assumes that valid forecasts can be generated from projected demographic trends and historical demand for a service, which is considered plausible. There is also the assumption that the proportion of future use of services will remain stable per age-group. Given that demand beyond demographic change is driven mostly by policy for this service, this is considered an acceptable assumption, and a more realistic scenario for capacity planning than the use of stable distributions over time.
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